Family Dinner Matters: A
Family Feature Trailer
You and your group members will create a Family
Feature iMovie Trailer titled “Family Dinner Matters”. The feature should include
information from all group members, appropriate images and music. These will
be used to promote the importance of family meal time.

 Must include information regarding the importance and benefits of family
meals (at least one for each of the PIES area per person)
 Must include current statistics (positive or negative) associated with family
meals; at least one per group member
 Must include at least one conversation starter or topic per group member
that would encourage family communication at the dinner table
 Must include at least one rule per person utilized during family meal time
 Must include one Easy Family Dinner Meal Idea per person that can be
prepared in 30 minutes or less utilizing provided guidelines. It would be
awesome if your meal idea involved the family in the preparation/cooking
process! Selection recipes will be shared via Google Classroom. Each
member will add their name, meal idea, picture, recipe (hyperlinked is fine)
and the total prep/cook time (30 minutes or less) and food group
connections to a group Google Slide presentation template. The meal
idea/recipe must follow the following criteria:
o Be a combination food that include at least 3 or more different foods
from the five food groups: grains, vegetables, fruits, dairy and protein
foods. Identify groups and food sources
o Limit foods that are fried, ultra-processed or high in fat
o Incorporate high-fiber foods like whole-grain breads and cereals,
vegetables, fruits, beans, nuts and seeds
 Must include appropriate images and music
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Family Feature Criteria:

1

 Must be free of spelling and grammatical errors
 Must be at least one minute in length

Rubric
Points
Received

Criteria
PIES Benefits to Family
Meals/ 1 per person per
area
Current Statistics/1 per
person
Conversation Starter/1
per person
Rules/1 per person
30 Minute or Less Meal
Idea/ 1 per person,
incorporating meal
criteria
Appropriate Images &
Music
Free of
Spelling/Grammatical
Errors
One minute in length-minimum
Total

Comments:

Present

Not
Present
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Points
Possible

2

Peer Evaluation: Family Dinner Matters:
A Family Feature Trailer
Name of Feature________________________________________
Group Members________________________________________
2-3 Physical Benefits Present: Yes or No
2-3 Intellectual Benefits Present: Yes or No
2-3 Emotional Benefits Present: Yes or No
2-3 Social Benefits Present: Yes or No
2-3 Statistics Present: Yes or No
2-3 Conversation Starters or Topics Present: Yes or No
2-3 Rules Present: Yes or No
2-3 30 Minute or Less Meal Ideas: Name and rank in order of
preference
Name of Meal

Spelling and/or grammatical errors: Yes or No
 If yes, identify errors:
Identify one positive you really liked about this presentation:

Identify one improvement you would suggest to make this presentation
better:
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Rank
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